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1. INTRODUCTION

Storage reclamation usually takes a large amount of time when executing large programs in languages with
dynamic memory allocation, such as Prolog. One way to make the execution of Prolog programs more
e�cient would therefore be to reduce the time spent for storage reclamation. The time-sharing between
computation and storage reclamation on a serial single-processor Prolog machine should be made more
exible than the usual scheme of interrupting the computation and invoking the garbage collection when
storage is exhausted. Also the choice of which part of memory to be subject of reclamation should be more
exible, in accordance with the theory of life times of objects presented in [Lieberman & Hewitt 83].

Modern Prolog machines, such as David H. D. Warren's abstract Prolog machine [Warren 83] (in the
rest of the paper referred to as `WAM') use tail recursion optimisation to e�ciently reclaim storage in the
stack and the trail during deterministic execution. Unfortunately, the tail-recursion optimisation in WAM
and other machines does not reclaim heap storage.

Apart from its more dubious usages to control execution, the cut operator of Prolog is used to declare
a computation to be deterministic. When a cut operation is performed, the memory reclamation of tail-
recursive calls in preceding subgoals can be done retroactively. Viewing the cut operator like this, it is a way
of controlling stack storage.

Although reclamation of heap storage at tail-recursive calls is not very feasible, we think that it could
be e�cient to sometimes also reclaim heap storage in the retroactive tail-recursive optimisation of cut. We
therefore propose to introduce a garbage cut operator in Prolog which does this. It would have exactly the
same operational semantics as the ordinary cut, and therefore not introduce any new semantical problems.

For programs running in a large virtual address space, garbage cuts will compactify the allocated heap
storage, thereby increasing locality which is a fundamental requisite when using large virtual memories.

A common programming technique (in Prolog as well as other languages) is iterative programming. For
Prolog we de�ne an iterative program to be one with tail-recursive clauses such that it is guaranteed that
they are deterministic at the tail-recursive call. Below we study the application of garbage cut to this class
of programs.

Viewing Prolog as an implementation language for higher level languages, e.g., knowledge representation
languages, we think it necessary for e�ciency reasons to have tools to control the use of memory. Cut and
garbage cut are two such tools that work on a level high enough to hide most of the peculiarities of the
physical machine.

The rest of the paper contains

� a discussion of garbage collection issues

� a discussion about programming with garbage cut, particularly in iterative programs

� an implementation of cut in WAM

� an implementation of garbage cut

� some benchmarks for garbage cut vs. ordinary garbage collection, indicating that garbage cut really
reduces execution time for practical programs.

2. GARBAGE COLLECTION IN PROLOG MACHINES

Modern Prolog machines, such as WAM try to minimize the waste of dynamically allocated storage by several
techniques, e.g.,

� dividing memory into a stack and a heap where the stack can be popped during deterministic execution
(tail-recursion optimisation).

� reclaiming stack and heap storage on backtracking,

� not trailing variables that will get ushed on backtracking anyway.

This has the important implication that deterministic programs can continue to execute inde�nitely
without ever reaching the limit of the stack, provided that the stack doesn't grow too large during temporary
non-deterministic execution.

The heap, however, will continue to grow until it �lls any available storage. When this happens a large
part of the heap will contain data that can no longer be referred to from any living goal. This is garbage,
and a garbage collection program can then identify and reclaim this storage so that it can be reused, and
program execution can continue. There are several disadvantages with this arrangement, e.g.,
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� If the virtual memory is large, and a big area is reserved for the heap, then much time will elapse after
the garbage collection is invoked until it is completed and block any interactive response from the system
for perhaps several seconds or even minutes.

� When the heap grows large, the living data in it is likely to be scattered over a large address space.
This will increase the page fault ratio for a virtual memory system and thus slow down execution of the
program.

� When the garbage collection is invoked, it is di�cult to ensure that it is not invoked at an unfortunate
time. An example of this is if immediately after the garbage collection much more data is garbaged
which could have been reclaimed, had the garbage collection been delayed a little.

Three ways of solving this follow:

� use some real-time garbage collection scheme where garbage collection is done in parallel with compu-
tation by a separate processor. This is an interesting solution if a computation can proceed without
delays for garbage collection, but leads to problems when trying to minimize the interference between
the computing processor and the garbage collection processor [Steele 75; Dijkstra et al. 78].

� use a scheme similar to the one proposed for large Lisp systems by Moon [Moon 84]. This requires
support in the hardware and it could be di�cult to ensure some properties required for WAM (such as
preservation of the order of objects).

� time-share computation and garbage collection in other ways than interrupting computaiton and ini-
tiating garbage collection when storage is exhausted. [Wadler 76] contains some reections over this
and does an analysis of its expected e�ciencty. However, he doesn't consider more dynamic ways of
time-sharing, by letting the progress of computation itself control the progress of garbage collection.
We will exploit these possibilities.

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF ITERATIVE PROGRAMS

Our problem was to locate at what time during the computation performed by a Prolog program we would
be likely to �nd much garbage close to the top of the heap. One such time turns out to be just before the
�nal call of clauses where the preceding calls had performed substantial computations and the execution was
deterministic. Since such situations occur frequently for iterative programs we considered them interesting.

A typical clause of an iterative program (as de�ned above) is of the form (from [Bowen 81])

cycle(State) :-

transform(State,State'), !, cycle(State')

but the de�nition also includes clauses with mutual tail-recursion.

The purpose of an iterative program is to perform some transformation of a state to another state and
once such a new state is fully computed we commit ourselves to this state. If the transformation itself is
really deterministic the cut is of course superuous. Because of the tail recursion optimization in WAM
and excising of the trail in the implementation of cut described below both the stack and the trail will have
constant size at the start of each iteration. Another way of looking at this is seeing the iterative program as
a kind of loop, where you can remove any garbage created by one iteration through the loop before beginning
the next iteration. If one doesn't remove the garbage between iterations and the iterations are many, the
garbage will pile up and �ll the memory.

If all clauses of cycle are deterministic in this way it means that the cut will always cut to the same
choice point Chpt (see �g. 1). This is the choice point that was current when cycle was initially entered.
At this time, the only non-garbage data in area H+ (see �g. 1 and appendix A for notational conventions) is
the structure State' and any data created between the creation of Chpt and the initial call of cycle. The
rest of H+ contains State (probably not referred to anymore) and the temporary data structures created by
the call to transform (de�nitely not referred to anymore).

If the transformation is a complex computation creating a large number of temporary data structures
it turns out that the fraction of non-garbage data in this part of the heap is very small. Garbage collecting
H+ at this moment reclaims much storage at a low price. If the garbage collection algorithm is optimal this
will also ful�ll the desire that the size of the heap be essentially constant at the beginning of each iteration.

Another time when much garbage is close to the heap top is when a predicate is exited deterministically.
At this time any temporary data created internally for the predicate could be reclaimed. We think that
tailoring garbage collection for these occasions could give the same results as for iterative programs but
would be harder to comprehend and perhaps also to implement.
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3.1. Potentials of determinism

It is important to exploit as much determinism as possible from programs, since:

� Entering a non-deterministic predicate costs time if you have to create a choice point, alternatively to
split computation if you have an OR-parallel model. (This issue is not within the scope of this paper.)

� Running non-deterministically wastes stack storage, because choice points occupy stack space and since
environments can't be shrunk or ushed if the computation is non-deterministic.

� Running non-deterministically wastes heap storage, because choice points and associated environments
will point to data structures in the heap that would otherwise be garbage.

� Running non-deterministically wastes trail storage, because there will be trail entries pointing to these
environments and potential garbage data structures in the heap.

However, non-deterministic computation may be very useful sometimes, if this is the natural way to
express a problem. The usual solution to this is to have a device which commits to a chosen solution, found
non-deterministically, proceeding deterministically. This is called cut (or slash) in Prolog and commit in
concurrent languages such as Concurrent Prolog or Guarded Horn Clauses (where its meaning, especially in
Guarded Horn Clauses, is somewhat di�erent). Its e�ect is to cut away branches in the AND/OR-tree for
the computation [Lloyd 84]. Well implemented, the cut e�ciently reclaims stack and trail storage and so at
a reasonable price restores the advantages of determinism.

4. PROGRAMMING WITH GARBAGE CUT

To use garbage cut in an iterative program, the programmer has to identify the main iteration (or iterations)
of the program and insert a garbage cut immediately before the tail-recursive call.

Sometimes garbage cuts can probably be useful inserted in other places than iteration, e.g., between Pi

and Pi+1 in a sequence of calls
: : : P1; P2; : : :Pn

if backtracking from Pi+1 to Pi never happens and each Pi creates a lot of temporary data structures.

Since garbage cut has exactly the same operational behaviour as ordinary cut there is no risk of using
garbage cut instead of cut apart from the fact that if used carelessly it will increase execution time instead
of reducing it. For example, inserting a garbage cut in the usual program for list membership (we propose
the syntax `!!' for garbage cut to stress its operational equivalence with cut):

member(A,[A}_])
member(A,[_}X]) :- !!, member(A,X)

would of course only make things worse since the body of the iteration is trivial.

Since using garbage cut in the wrong way will make program execution less e�cient it would be desirable
to be able to insert it automatically at the right places. Such a task probably needs quite a lot of knowledge
about the particular program under examination and we have currently no suggestions of how this should
be done. However, we do not think inserting garbage cuts manually would be more di�cult than other parts
of programming manually.

However, programs generated automatically, e.g., by compilation from a higher-level language, can use
cut and garbage cut to control the use of memory. Such a compiler probably has the required knowledge
about the object program to cleverly insert cuts and garbage cuts to increase e�ciency.

4.1. The impact of garbage cut on programming style

It is a common practice that, in order to conserve storage, write iterations in an abused style, as a piece of
code which performs some side-e�ect and then fails. One example is Prolog toploops, usually written to fail
between queries although this is not necessarily the most natural behaviour. Another example is the code
for cycle above which perhaps would have been coded by an e�ciency-minded programmer as

cycle(State) :-

transform(State,State'),

assert(\$(State')), fail

cycle(_) :- retract(\$(State')), cycle(State')

in order to save storage. This is not a straightforward way of writing programs and garbage cut o�ers the
same storage e�ciency without compromising clarity.
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5. IMPLEMENTING CUT IN WAM

The following is an implementation of cut in WAM [Carlsson 85] which obeys the requirements listed above,
i.e., it excises the garbaged choice points and environments from the stack and excises trail entries no longer
needed from the trail. The net e�ect should be, that after the cut, the stack and the trail look just as they
would have done if the computation had been deterministic all the time.

The internal behaviour of the machine when a cut occurring lexically in a clause of a predicate is
executed is to make that choice point current which was current at the time the predicate was entered. This
could be implemented by two operations: one that saves a pointer to the current choice point when entering
a predicate (choice Vn) and one that reinstalls this as the current choice point (cut Vn) at the occurrence
of cut.

choice Vn saves a pointer to the current choice point (as an integer) in the variable Vn which could
be temporary or permanent. The compiler issues one such instruction in the beginning of each predicate
lexically containing a cut. Each such cut is then compiled to a cut Vn instruction which converts the contents
of Vn to a choice pointer and moves it to the B register. Disjunctions are compiled to anonymous predicates
and if they contain cuts, Vn is given as an argument to the anonymous predicate.

This is all that is required for the operational semantics of cut. The remaining problem is that of
reclaiming trail and stack storage (and heap storage as well for garbage cut).

5.1. Reclaiming trail storage

Reclaiming trail storage is easy. After re-installing the choice point Chpt the trail is examined beginning
from Chpt.TR' up to TR. Each trail entry pointing to area H- or to area S- must be kept and is moved to
the next free lower location:

J := Chpt.TR'

for I := Chpt.TR'+1 to TR do

if trail[I] < Chpt.H' or H < trail[I] < Chpt then

-- Assume heap is below stack.

{J := J+1;

trail[J] := trail[I]}

TR := J

5.2. Reclaiming stack storage

Reclaiming stack storage is more di�cult. The problem is that in general we can't just pop the stack since the
garbage may not be visible. This is the case if the predicate creates a choice point, opens an environment by
an allocate instruction and then cuts before having closed the environment by a deallocate instruction. In
this case there will be an environment on top of the stack which has to be moved downwards to immediately
reclaim storage. (In fact, for some reasonable ways of implementing disjunction in WAM, there may be more
than one environment on top of the stack when a cut occurs in nested disjunctions.) There are at least three
ways of handling this:

1. Don't reclaim the stack storage immediately but wait until the environment on top of the stack gets
deallocated. Then all the garbage below this environment gets released as well.

2. Move the environment downwards, and relocate all pointers to the environment. This reclaims the
storage immediately but the implementation gets tedious.

3. Split the stack into two stacks, one for choice points and one for environments. The stack top has to be
kept in a separate register A (as Warren suggests, but this register could be merged with the P register)
and choice points have to be augmented by a slot A' for saved values of A. Comparisons of E and B in the
machine are then replaced by comparisons of E and B.A'. This has the advantage that cut can reclaim
the storage occupied by choice points immediately just by popping the choice point stack. If there is
no current environment the environment stack can be popped immediately as well, otherwise garbage
environment stack storage will be reclaimed at the next deallocate instruction, as for approach 1 above.

In practice it will be appropriate to let the compiler compile an occurrence of cut to one of two instruc-
tions: cute Vn or cutne Vn, depending on whether there is a an open environment present on the top of
the stack or not. This can be deduced statically by the compiler. The cutne instruction can reclaim stack
storage by adjusting the stack top (since the garbage is visible) independently of the approach chosen above
for the cute instruction.
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6. IMPLEMENTING GARBAGE CUT

Reclaiming heap storage is more di�cult than reclaiming stack storage. We propose to use the basic garbage
collection scheme of marking, compacting and updating. We have in our implementation Tricia [Barklund &
Millroth A; Carlsson 86] implemented a garbage collection algorithm which is described elsewhere [Barklund
& Millroth 87] (and which in turn is partially based on [Pittomvils et al. 85]). It turns out that it can be
applied successfully to the problem of garbage collection in iterative programs.

A property of our garbage collection algorithm is that we can garbage collect the part of the heap above
Chpt.H' for any choice point Chpt. Suppose we have a clause of an iterative program that ends like

..., !, cycle(State').

The compiled code for this predicate will contain an instruction cut Vn which performs the cut operation.
Let us see what happens if we do a garbage collection immediately after this cut with Chpt chosen as the
choice pointer stored in Vn.

In an iterative program, this Chpt will be the same for every iteration of the program, namely the
choice point which was current when the iteration was �rst begun. Garbage collecting the part of the heap
allocated since the creation of that choice point would therefore only attempt to garbage collect data created
in the loop (plus any data allocated between the creation of the choice point and the beginning of the
loop). Assuming that the garbage collection algorithm is optimal, this will reclaim all garbage created by
the transformation step of the iteration.

All references to non-garbage data structures in area H+ must be pointed to from either of the areas
S+, S-, H+, H-, T+, T- or the temporary registers if the cut occurs immediately after the head. This is not
applicable to iterative programs so we ignore this possibility here.

For a `normal' garbage collection one notes that trail entries in T- must refer to stack entries in S- or
heap entries in H-, so area T- can be ignored. Also, because of the trail rules of WAM, all references from
S- or H- must in turn be pointed to by trail entries in T+ (but see appendix B).

In the case of garbage cut, our knowledge that the execution of the iterative program is deterministic
at the moment of the garbage collection leads to some more interesting observations. The only non-garbage
that can be in area S+ is the environments representing the current goal or nothing at all.

Another conclusion from the fact that the execution is deterministic is that there can be no trail entries
in T+ pointing to area H+ (or S+). So all trail entries in T+ are pointing to bound variables, in either of the
areas S- or H-. None of these may be collected by this garbage collection, so area T+ doesn't contain any
garbage.

What does this give us? Let us see which places can still contain pointers to area H+:

1. area S+ (the chain of environments pointed to by E).

2. area S- (pointed to by trail entries in T+.

3. area H+ (internal pointers)

4. area H- (pointed to by trail entries in T+

This gives us the following very simple algorithm for marking all non-garbage structures in area H+,
provided that as we have assumed, a cut to Chpt has just been done (so B = Chpt):

I := E;

while I >= B do

{mark_living_variables(I);

I := E.CE}

for J := B.TR'+1 to TR do mark(trail[J])

mark recursively marks the object pointed to by its argument. mark_living_variables applies mark
to each living variable of the environment given as its �rst argument.

Compaction and updating is then performed as for a `normal' garbage collection. An algorithm such as
the one given in [Barklund & Millroth 87] does this in time essentially linear to the size of the non-garbage
data.

In the special case of the marking algorithm �nding nothing to mark (a garbage cut in the iterative top
loop of a Prolog system could be such an example), the compacting and updating phases can be ignored
(since there is nothing to compact or update) and the heap pointer H just be set to the value of Chpt.H'.
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6.1. Generalized tail recursion optimization

Modern abstract machines for Prolog, e.g., WAM or ZIP [Clocksin 85] have tail recursion optimisation. This
means that during deterministic execution an allocated environment can be popped before the �nal call of
a clause, thus reclaiming stack storage.

By placing a garbage cut before the �nal call of a clause, preferably a clause of an iterative program,
we also reclaim heap storage allocated earlier in the clause. The garbage cut can here be seen as a directive
that the tail recursion optimization applied to the �nal call should be generalized to `pop' the heap as well.

7. WHAT MAKES GARBAGE CUT INTERESTING?

By exhausted garbage collection we mean doing garbage collection when the supply of free (heap) storage is
exhausted. Some problems with this are described above (under `The need for garbage collection'). Doing
garbage collection through garbage cut introduces much less randomness in invoking garbage collection,
since we know that when a garbage cut is invoked there will be no more garbage generated from the current
iteration.

By compacting storage after each iteration the non-garbage data is spread over a smaller range of
memory locations, giving better locality of data.

By doing a garbage cut at the time we suggest in each iteration the marking of data is greatly simpli�ed
compared to an exhausted garbage collection as described above. This signi�cantly reduces the time required
for marking, without compromising optimality. This, in turn, implies both that the total time spent in
garbage collection is reduced and that the program interruption caused by each garbage collection will be
much shorter, typically about one percent of the time required for an exhausted garbage collection.

7.1. A benchmark

As an example of an iterative program we have looked at the compiler for our Prolog. It is an iterative
program where each iteration compiles one predicate. On one hand, the state forwarded between iterations
is small which is good for garbage cut. On the other hand, the computation is deterministic almost all the
time which is good for ordinary exhausted garbage collection. The following �gures are for the compiler
compiling a large program (itself) using exhausted garbage collection or garbage cut (the examples are run
with a heap size of about 0.5M 36-bit words, i.e., 2.25M bytes):

# of Time spent # of
GCs in GC (ms) page faults

Exhausted GC 2 6432 4683
Garbage cut 221 2487 1134

Giving bounds for the time required to do a garbage cut requires knowledge of the particular program,
particularly about the size of the data passed to the next iteration. The expected time for a garbage cut will
be approximately linearly dependent on this size, if the algorithms for compacting and updating are linear
as in [Barklund & Millroth 87].
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APPENDIX A

The following is a summary of the notational peculiarities of our version of WAM.

E is the environment pointer register. It points to the currently open environment,

B is the choice point register. It points to the most recent choice point,

H is the heap top register. It points to the most recently allocated word of the heap.

TR is the trail top register. It points to the most recent trail entry.

P is the pdl top register. It points to the word most recently pushed on the pdl.

A is the stack top register. It points to the last word of the most recently allocated choice point or environ-
ment. In practise A and P could be the same register.

Chpt.H' is the value of H which was current when the choice point Chpt was created. We have omitted the
HB register mentioned in [Warren 83], so when creating choice points the value of H is saved here instead of
in HB.

Chpt.TR' is the value of TR which was current when the choice point Chpt was created.



APPENDIX B

To ensure that given a choice point Chpt, all references from areas S- and H-, to H+ really are pointed to by
trail entries in T+ we must make a small modi�cation to the machine:

get_variable Yn,Ai and unify_variable Yn must trail Yn before giving it a value if E < B.

One notes that between allocate and the �rst call we know that E � B, so no trailing is necessary.

This modi�cation is also necessary to prevent dangling pointers to the heap to appear in the stack after
backtracking. These dangling pointers will never get followed during normal execution but garbage collection
may follow them, causing havoc.

To prevent dangling pointers at garbage collection because of uninitialised variables in environments we
also have to make sure that all variables in the current environment are initialised to proper values before
the �rst call instruction of a clause. At that point the compiler will know which permanent variables are
uninitialised and can issue some special instruction to give them a value. By initialising them to uninstanti-
ated variables later occurrences of put_variablemay be converted to the more e�cient put_value, thereby
retrieving some of the cost of initialising the variables.


